
 

 

 



Commentary to support marking

Subject: Physics

Paper component:  EE

Language: English

Exam session: MAY 2018

Essay: 25 A

Criterion Mark Out of Justification

A 5 6 First strand: Title reflects the essence of investigation, different 
from RQ; topic not easy to introduce and explain, some diagrams or 
statements  more helpful than others, similarly for relevant physics 
principles, purpose and focus. Once event understood 
communication becomes clearer. Level: 5
Second strand:  the RQ is clear, focused and relevant to the 
investigation. Level:6
Third strand: appropriate and informed sources. General set-up, 
instruments and procedure appropriate, limited number of plates of 
different curvatures, a number of repeats, time for only one 
oscillation measured, no test about using a greater number of 
oscillations. Level: 5.
Overall level: 5.

B 4 6 First strand:  Sources relevant, their use in relation to theory limited, 
not done in depth, qualitative considerations. The physics 
connecting the essence of the tautochrone pendulum (cycloid) and 
the constancy of the period of this pendulum by opposition to the 
period of the simple pendulum not clearly established. Level: 4
Second strand: absence of some data table or diagram, and lack of 
quality and completeness of diagrams shown in the essay limits 
good communication. Lack of reference to specific diagram or table. 
Limited terminology. Lack of consistency in the use of unit symbols. 
Level 4.
Overall level: 4

C 8 12 First strand: The research is in line with RQ, generally appropriate. 
Level 9.
Second strand:  uncertainties considered, origin of some 
uncertainties not explained (e.g. video), uncertainty of curvature 



confusing, propagation of errors not respected, no clear 
consideration of uncertainty attached to singular reading and 
random uncertainty in repeated readings; no example of calculation 
of average value with its uncertainty; some processed data not in a 
table; empirical analysis of best-fit, however no physics model, with 
prediction, to which compare the experimental results or 
information from literature. Conclusion partly supported. Level 8
Third strand: results discussed, non-zero intercept discussed, 
argument limited in the absence of a model, some speculation. 
Experimental limitations discussed, impact on  results considered, 
not all completely. Level 7. 
Overall level: 8

D 3 4 Structure of essay: generally appropriate, organization not always 
clear.
Format and layout: cookbook recipe style, label and axis on some 
graphs not correctly described, hence confusion, some diagrams not 
helpful, no diagram describing event in action. One data table 
missing. Bibliography: access dates on Online sources missing, one 
source not referred to in core of essay. 
Level: 3

E 5 6 First reflection session: identification of an interesting topic, 
planning research including finding and consulting sources, 
identifying the nature of the "problem".
Interim, session: methodology, procedure discussed; presentation 
style of citation, reference and bibliography.
Final reflection session: how a challenge was met, surprising 
conclusion however no mention of related theory.
Clear initiative taken by student, challenging topic and RQ.
Overall  level: 5.

Total: 25 34



























































 

 

 


